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Maori Party registered

The Electoral Commission meeting this morning (9 July 2004) resolved to register Maori Party as a political party, allowing the party to contest the party vote at a general election.

Requirements for registration include providing evidence of having at least 500 current financial members and a statement of intent to contest a general election with a party list, or in at least one electorate, or both.

The Maori Party registration application was received on 9 June 2004. No comment was received from the public in response to public notices advising of the application.

Commission staff will begin processing a Maori Party logo registration application after 24 July 2004, which is the last date for the return of the writ for tomorrow’s by-election. The Electoral Act prevents the processing of a logo registration application while a by-election is underway.
EQNZ: Help Available To Christchurch People

"The situation is changing, but currently there are two welfare centres which are operating, at Hagley Park and at Bunsie High School," says Ms Bennett...

"The advice is to stay at home if people can and to check on their neighbours and if they need any help or advice, call the Government helpline," says Ms Bennett.

The 0800 779997 helpline will operate 24 hours, providing information, advice and transferring calls through to other appropriate agencies. More>>

ALSO:

- NZ Govt - More welfare centres open in Christchurch
- NZ Defence Force - Christchurch Earthquake - NZ Defence Force - Update 2

Police: Christchurch Earthquake Death Toll Reaches 75

Canterbury District Commander Superintendent Dave Cliff says the bodies of 55 people have been identified, and another 20 are awaiting identification.

Superintendent Cliff says 300 people are reported missing. Some of these people could be trapped in buildings but others may just have difficulty contacting family. More>>

ALSO:

ALSO:

- **Scoop News - Day 2 Updates and live chat**
- **NewsWire.co.nz Out-Link - Day 2 rolling coverage: Hundreds missing as Christchurch faces carnage**
- **Scoop Business - Christchurch quake to cost $6-8 bln, Key says**
- **Parliament Today - Parliament Adjourns Until March Due To Earthquake**
- **NZ Govt - New Zealand thanks nations for offers of assistance - PM's speech notes on Canterbury earthquake - New Zealand flag at half mast until further notice**
- **Maori Party - Christchurch Ministerial Statements - Hon Dr Pita Sharples**
- **Scoop Audio - SAA Radio: Selwyn Manning & Peter Godfrey - Quake Update**
- **Lion Foundation - $5 Million Lion Foundation Emergency Relief**
- **NZ Blood Service - Update 2: NZ Blood Service Stocks Sufficient**
- **Canterbury Civil Defence - Earthquake Civil Defence Update - Feb 23 2011 - 6.10 am**
- **Canterbury DHB - Earthquake Media Update 4 - Canterbury District Health Board - Earthquake Media Update Three - Canterbury DHB**
- **Christchurch International Airport - Christchurch Airport open for international flights from Mildford**
- **Telecom NZ - Telecom Media advisory: Canterbury earthquake - update 11.45**
- **Science Media Centre - Timing of quake, weakened buildings resulted in more deaths**
- **GNS Science - Christchurch badly damaged by magnitude 6.3 earthquake**

Kip Brook - Christchurch Earthquake - Scene Setter
- Center for Strategic and International Studies - A Tragedy that Forges Brotherhood: Christchurch 22-2-11
- Commonwealth Secretariat - Statement by Commonwealth Secretary-General on the Quake
- Corin Lawin Audio - Obama Statement on Christchurch Quake
- The White House - Statement by the President on the Earthquake in New Zealand
- US State Department - Hillary Clinton: Earthquake in Christchurch
- Out-Link - YouTube: Brideshead Whale - Donate To Christchurch
- TV3 Video - Prime Minister's message to Christchurch: 'You will overcome' - Prime Minister John Key's full speech - Rescuers give firsthand accounts of quake horror - Today's focus solely on saving lives - Mayor - Goff tells of earthquake experience - Christchurch quake: 39 dead - Police: people lost limbs in order to be rescued - Christchurch Quake - what should GPs do
- Via Flickr - Images: Christchurch Earthquake
- **Scoop Full Coverage - Christchurch Earthquake 22/2/11**

Parliament Today:

- **Parliament Adjourns Until March Due To Earthquake**
- **Audio - The Day In Parliament Feb 22**
- **Questions For Oral Answer Feb 22**
- **Parliament Resumes**

**Maori Party: Harawira Hearing Finds For Membership Cancellation**

The Disciplinary and Disputes Committee of the Maori Party National Council yesterday reconvened its formal hearing to try and resolve the complaint made by Te Ururoa Flavell about Hone Harawira on 18 January 2011 More>>

ALSO:

- **Scoop News - Breaking News: Harawira Out Maori Party**
- **TV3 Video - Harawira's farewell with Maori Party almost over**

**Gordon Campbell: On The Prelude To The Welfare Package**

At his post-Cabinet press conference yesterday PM John Key identified the root cause of the unrest in Tunisia, Egypt, Bahrain and Libya in terms that sounded like a roll call of his own administration’s failings: ‘It appears to be a popular reaction to the root problems of youth unemployment, high food prices, widening wealth disparity and constraints on liberty.’ ... More>>

ALSO:

- **Welfare Working Group - Fundamental Change Signalled in Welfare Recommendations**
- **Scoop Business - Key stakes election on major welfare shake-up**
- **Wecowel - Ten Myths About Welfare**
- **NZ Govt - Report takes a comprehensive look at welfare system - Dunne: GST compensation permanently built into Super - Benefit rates increase to meet changing costs of living - War pensions to increase**
- **Alternative Welfare Working Group - Government's welfare recommendations do not address poverty**
- **Greens - Backdoor benefit cuts will hurt kids**
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- Auckland Action Against Poverty - Rebstock Report Even Worse Than Expected
- NZEI - Blunt Welfare Reform Will Put Children At Risk
- NZCSS - Celebrate Beneficiaries - The Heroes of the Recession
- University of Auckland - Electoral suicide if National follows WWG recommendations
- DPA NZ - Welfare Working Group’s Report Unrealistic
- Office of the Children’s Commissioner - Welfare proposals: right to focus on children
- PSA - Welfare Working Group proposal is huge step back
- NZ Council of Christian Social Services - Celebrate Beneficiaries - The Heroes of the Recession
- UNICEF - UNICEF NZ Concerned By Proposed Changes In Welfare
- Benficiary Advisory Service - Teen Mother Prison State
- Family First - Tough Love On Welfare Will Actually Benefit Kids
- Child Poverty Action Group - WWG shows no understanding of social security
- Auckland Action Against Poverty - Rebstock Report Provokes Picket
- Peace Movement Aotearoa - UN Report: The situation of Maori people in New Zealand
- Scoop Audio - PM’s Presser 21/2/11: Take The BMW Out Of This Own Eye
- Scoop Audio - Phil Goff Stand-up Audio: Welfare

Trade Agreements: Key Must Guarantee PHARMAC

John Key must stop fudging questions about Pharmac and tell the New Zealand public just what is at stake in the Trans-Pacific Partnership, Green Party Co-leader Dr Russel Norman said today. More>>

ALSO:

- Professor Jane Kelsey - National must press Labour’s call to end TPPA secrecy
- Scoop Audio - PM’s Presser 21/2/11: Take The BMW Out Of This Own Eye

Forum: Counting The Real Cost Of Crime

A public forum in Wellington on Monday will address one of the most contentious political issues of recent times—the fiscal cost of crime and the state’s response to it. More>>

ALSO:

- NZ Govt - Speech: Power - ‘Costs of Crime’ forum
- NZ Govt - Speech: Judith Collins - Address to Institute of Directors
- Kim Workman - Mass Maori Imprisonment a Major Issue

Votes: Carter Welcomes Green Help With Proxy

Chris Carter approached the Green Party to cast his proxy vote when he is unable to be present in the Debating Chamber and an agreement has been reached between the Green Party and the Independent MP for Te Atatu. More>>


“I am concerned the Prime Minister is suggesting the adoption of the report’s recommendations even before there is the opportunity for public scrutiny. Welfare reform...is a debate often centred around misleading or speculative data.” More>>

ALSO:

- Werewolf - Ten Myths About Welfare
- John Mintz - What Right Has John Key To Lecture The Poor
- Greens - Save on welfare without harsh cuts - Life on a benefit about to get more impossible
- Tax Justice Campaign - Majority want GST off all food
- The Council for Social Work Education - Qualified social workers are in short supply
- Child Poverty Action Group - Families face fewer choices than the PM thinks

Perks: Dyson Decides To Pay Basic Cost Of Trip

Labour MP Ruth Dyson says she is paying back the cost of a recent private trip to Ethiopia for herself and her husband because it is no longer appropriate for taxpayers to subsidise such trips when so many Kiwis are struggling to make ends meet. More>>
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